RLS Middle School Summer Reading!
Accumulate 100 points and turn in your evidence!
Due Friday, August 23, 2019!
___ went to the library, asked librarian to help me find a book (5)
___ read a classic drama (10)
___ read about another culture (15)
___ went to the library, returned book on time (and read it) (15)
___ took a book to the beach, read for 30 minutes (5)
___ went to library, borrowed a picture book about someplace I've never been (5)
___ wrote in a journal about something I read that intrigued me (5)
___ researched something online after being intrigued (5)
___ read a short historical fiction (100-200 pages) (10)
___ read to a child (5)
___ took a younger child to the library (5)
___ took a child to the story hour at a library (5)
___ read a classic novel written before 1900 (25)
___ read a biography (20)
___ read an article from the internet about __________________________ (5)
___ took a book on vacation and read it! (10)
___ went to a library in a different town (5)
___ ordered a library book online for pickup at my local library (5)
___ started a read aloud with my family after dinner (15)
___ suggested a family weekend without TV so we could read a book together (20)
___ listened to an audio book in the car (10)
___ read a book under a tree (15)
___ turned off my computer to read a book (5)
___ learned a new skill from a how-to book (5)
___ read the book after seeing the movie (15)
___ wrote in a journal comparing “reading the book to watching the movie” (10)
___ gave away a book as a gift (or bought one to give away for Christmas!) (5)
___ read a book of poetry (15)
___ read five short stories by different authors (15)
___ read a book to an elderly person (older than 70 or disabled) (25)
___ read a book about a time period that interested me (20)
___ went to a live play (musical or drama) (20)
___ read a self-help book or a book about manners (15)
___ told someone about a book I read (5)
___ created something because I was inspired by a book I read (15)
___ tried something new because of a book I read (15)

Evidence Evidence Evidence Evidence Evidence Evidence Evidence
Create a scrapbook or collage with the following: Collect parent or librarian signatures, dated journal
entries, ticket stubs, a selfie reading on the beach (or under a tree, or somewhere special), a book
summary, showtell product, etc. or complete a brief form telling about the following: in what time
period was the book set? What was the theme? Why did it interest you? Etc. Essentially, prove that you
did each of the items you claim to have done.

Source: Livi’s List 4 Summer Reading.
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